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Results

Research Question & Background

Figure 1: Current ca. 2020 midsize vehicle ($/PMT)

• What are the out-of-pocket costs for different travel options such as driving
one’s personal car or ride hailing?
• What are the impacts that electric and automated vehicles, and ride hailing can
have on the future mobility systems from a dollar per-mile perspective?
Table 1: Literature cost estimates (per vehicle or passenger mile, $/VMT or $/PMT) for automated light duty
vehicles (LDV)

---- cost for the ride to
passengers assuming it is based
on the conventional ICEV and
does not vary across
powertrains.

Figure 2: Future ca. 2030-2035 cost ($/PMT) for driverless midsize vehicle

Methods and Data
In our analysis, we consider a range of technologies and type of vehicles as follows:
– Three vehicle classes: a midsize car, small SUV, and medium SUV
– Four powertrain configurations: internal combustion engine (ICEV),
hybrid (HEV) and plug-in hybrid (PHEV40), and battery electric
(BEV200 and 300)
– Two energies: gasoline and electricity
– Privately owned vehicles vs. on-demand TNC service (ride hailing)
– Ride hailing solo vs. pooled
– Driven (circa 2020) vs. automated, driverless trip (2030-2035)
Table 2: Fixed and variable costs considered in this study

Table 2: Fixed and variable costs considered in this study

Next step is adding hedonic costs on
these monetary costs
• For hedonic costs we mean monetizing non-market factors that limit or encourage
individuals’ willingness to select a travel mode, for example: value of travel time, value
traveling next to a stranger (pooled ride hail), value of unreliable travel time, value of safety,
etc.
• For now our plan is to base our investigation on: recently collected travel survey data in 1)
major US cities, (data from private company – still not sure), 2) travel survey based on
conjoint method in the US (UC Davis/NCST/Others? funded) 3) travel survey data in major
metropolitan areas at an international level (WRI funded)
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